Reference and instruction meeting 11/18/15

Present: Lehman, Lennertz, Gibeault, Juhl, Kulczak, Daniels, McKee, Youngblood, Salisbury, Parker, Gilbertson, Boyd, Parker-Gibson, Johnson, Jones, Spiegel, Gibson, Zou, Freedle

Lora
- Cataloging OA journals - There was a discussion of how we should determine what OA journals should be included in the catalog and what should get the full-spa-cataloging treatment. Selectors will be involved in these decisions; Beth stated that the report an error link can be used to flag items that are deemed worthy of full treatment. For the benefit of non-ref people, I've attached an email Beth sent out as a follow up to the discussion of how these OA journals should be labeled and found within our catalog and holdings lists.

Norma
- LibAnswers 2.0 - It's alive! Norma is working on an instruction sheet. We still need to decide what data we want to be gathering when we answer questions. (Login is now the same as LibGuides.) FAQs are public; "tickets" are private answers.

Kathleen
- “Pierce,” the mega stapler, is limping along. It seemed to be working slightly better with bigger staplers so it is now loaded with 40-90 page capacity staples
- Super-duper important reminder: the 6th annual University of Arkansas Libraries Argyle Day was Thursday! And boy, was it classy!

Other announcements:
Joshua: Last Tusk and Trotter event was on Argyle Day.
Beth: Springy Camp was last week. Sessions were recorded
Tony is out again until further notice: